LINCOLN LOGGERS TEAM BEHAVIOR MATRIX
Settings
Expectations

Hallways

*Be aware of
others' feelings
*Be patient and
wait your turn

*Include others in
your activity
*Help others if they
are in need

*Be kind to others *Be aware of the
at your table
others on the
*Allow others to sit sidewalk
at your table

*Sit flat so others
can see
*Listen attentively
and focus on the
presentation

*Include others in
your activity
*Keep hands and
feet to self

Be Compassionate

*Hands and feet to
ourself
*Helping those
who look lost
*Holding doors for
others

*Respecting quiet
zone
*Staying in line
*Respecting the
artwork and walls

*Respect others'
privacy
*Use toilets and
stalls appropriately

*Listen to adults
*Speak and play
respectfully with
each other

*Use #1 voices
*Use manners
(please and thank
you)
*Keep food on your
plate while using
utensils and eating
politely

*Use appropriate
language
*Keep backpacks
and hands to self
*Respect adults
and students
around you

*Quiet during
assembly
*Participate in
performance if
required
*Clap at the end
nicely
*Respect space of
others

*Respect recess
supervisor and
follow directions
*Use helpful words
with your friends
and classmates

*Go from one place
to another without
detours
*Walk at an
appropriate pace
*Keep your
backpack area
clean
*Stay to right side
of hallway

*Wash your hands
appropriately
*Put trash in the
proper place
*Help others clean
up
*Return to class
right away

*Bring in
equipment you
take out
*Play by the rules
*Line up when the
bell rings
*Wear appropriate
clothing for the
weather

*Put trash in the
proper place
*Pick up area when
finished
*Take what you
need the first time
through the line

*Stay in your line
*Be in the line on
time
*Wait for bus doors
to open before
approaching

*Stay in your seat
during
performance
*Make a good
choice of who you
sit next to

*Know games and
activities allowed
*Follow rules of
activities as they
are explained
*Be in classroom
entire recess
*Clean up as soon
as recess is over

Bathrooms

Playground

Be Respectful

Be Responsible

Cafeteria

Bus Line

Assemblies

Indoor Recess

